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A Hand–Reading of F. Matthias Alexander

Dr Charlotte Wolff

An extract from Studies in Hand–Reading, pp. 113–14, by Dr 
Charlotte Wolff (Chatto & Windus, London, 1936, translated 
from German), with a preface by Aldous Huxley. The book also 
contained studies of the hands of Aldous Huxley and Bernard 
Shaw (both pupils of F. M. Alexander) as well as several other 
artists and authors. The inscription in this copy of the book by 
F. M. Alexander to Irene Tasker is also reproduced here.

Although the imprint of this hand is not altogether successful (the empha-
sis on the Mount of the Moon and of Neptune as well as the faintness of 
the chief lines is accidental) it gives the unique impression that passion 
has been transformed into spirituality and sensibility.

The basic form of the hand is not above the average; the negative quali-
ties are bad health (shown by the completely deformed fingers, the Poi-
son-line and the greyish-white moonless nails), brutality (note the small 
upper phalange of the bulbous thumb), great susceptibility to outside 
influences and a violently emotional disposition. (Note the mass of Lines 
of Influence and Experience running right across the palm.) Yet out of 
this personality Alexander has created a work of genius. He has trans-
formed his sensuality into a love of nature and of his fellow human beings, 
especially children and weak, defenceless creatures. (Note the particularly 
strongly developed upper part of the Mount of Venus, the origin of almost 
all the Lines of Experience.) His sublimated paternal instinct had become 
the source of pedagogic talent. His ungovernable emotions are checked 
by an almost feminine sentiment of tenderness (note the triangular Ring 
of Venus touching the Heart-line), which has also converted his natural 
impatience into forbearance and kindness.

Alexander‘s contact with the world is chiefly made through his keen 
sensibility of touch. (Note the strongly emphasised bumps of sensibility 
on the tips of all the fingers.) This childlike way of forming a connexion 
with outside objects has been developed in Alexander in an unusually 
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sure and subtle degree, for in his sense of touch he embraces all other 
senses. He is, as it were, able to see and hear with his hands, and this 
phenomenon gives him the opportunity of putting his atavistic abilities to 
a creative purpose.

Besides the confusion of lines on the palm there is an even distribu-
tion of favourable and unfavourable signs throughout the hand. (Note the 
islands in the Lines of Health and Intuition and on the Mount of Venus, 
and observe the triangles on the Mount of Jupiter, above the Heart-line 
and at the end of the Head-line.) Ill health and misfortune in his artistic 
career have provided his emotions, his talent for organisation (the triangle 
on the Mount of Jupiter is really a sign of a strategic gift), and above all 
his intellect, with a source of creative inspiration.

Fig. 1. F. M. Alexander.
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I can show no second example of a hand which reveals such genius for 
welding contradictory forces into one creative whole.

Fig. 2. 1. Deformed fingers. 2. Triangle on the Mount of Jupiter. 3. Bulbous 
thumb with short upper phalange. 4· Island on the upper part of the 
Mount of Venus. 5. Lower part of the Mount of Venus. 6. Bumps of 
sensibility. 7. Triangular Ring of Venus. 8. Triangle. 9. Island on the 
Line of Health. 10. Island on the Line of Intuition. 11. Poison line. 
12. Line of Influence.
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It has not been possible to trace the copyright holders. Minor 
typographical errors have been corrected for this edition.

This edition © Mouritz. www.mouritz.org. 2017.

Fig. 3. Inscription in book, from F. M. Alexander to Irene Tasker.


